
 
 

Everyday Learning Fun received the Academic's Choice Award several years ago for its print 
version. Now available as a fully digital program, it features 100 titles on Reading, Math, Science 
and School Preparedness, with corresponding activities and games. 
 

Grade recommendations: K-2 (There are three levels per discipline + Welcome to School Level) 
 

Welcome to School Level: This level has ten titles that prepare younger students for 
their first school year. It’s all audio based (no text) and it covers basic school topics, such 
as people in the school, places in the school, safety and rules, etc., as well as basic math 
and concepts of print. 
 
Reading: This strand follows a sturdy phonics scope-and-sequence. Each of the 30 titles 
(10 per level) has pre-reading activities to practice target skills, a nice decodable story 
(with audio, and fun music and sound effects on each page), post-reading 
comprehension questions, and a progress check that reviews all skills covered to that 
point. 
 
Math: The content is aligned to Common Core Standards. Each of the 30 titles (10 per 
level) has new skill activities, a short math story (very simple for the first level, and with 
math problem-solving mysteries in the upper levels), and a skills review section after 
each story. 
 
Science: The content is aligned to Next Generation Science Standards. Each of the 30 
titles is presented as a nonfiction chapter book. To allow for the rigorous content of the 
NGSS, while keeping the readability on level, a plus button on each screen of the reader 
provides additional content through audio. After the story, there is an illustrated 
glossary of academic vocabulary and a comprehension section. 

 
Other features of the program: 
• The combination of audio and detailed illustrations throughout the program makes it ideal for 
English-language learners. 
• On the bottom of many screens there is a parent-child icon that provides support for parents 
(explaining the pedagogy behind each activity or skill) and/or a globe icon that provides audio 
translation of the direction lines, texts, and parental support content in Spanish. 
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